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WHAT DOES WRITING MEAN TO YOU?

� Lists

�Graphic Organizers

�Drawings: squiggles, scribbles, symbols

� Conversations

� Journals

These are all forms of writing. We tend to think of traditional writing as 

“good” writing when in fact these are all very valuable ways to get 

information across.  

A great way to start a writing piece is with good literature. 



WE NEED TO WRITE EVERYDAY

�Use 5 minute mini-lessons

� Save your model for later use or to build upon other writing pieces. 

(graphs, lists or organizers) 

� Think out loud Think out loud Think out loud Think out loud as you go through the steps of the lesson. DON’T ASSUMEDON’T ASSUMEDON’T ASSUMEDON’T ASSUME

� Encourage student input as you go.

� Remember teaching a skill once will not lead to mastery.

� A mini-lesson might be specific to a part of the writer’s craft it also can 

provide opportunities for reinforcing conventions. 

�Don’t expect them to finish everything all in one period

� Set clear goals of when the writing should be accomplished.



� Engage conversations around topic: think, pair, share

� Point, Question and ConnectPoint, Question and ConnectPoint, Question and ConnectPoint, Question and Connect: In a small group, a student reads 

their piece of writing aloud. After, the group can either:

� make a point

� ask a question about what the writer shared 

�make a connection to the piece.

�Throughout these types of conversations a topic may arise in 

which the student may want to write about later.



� Remember not everything needs to polished, perfect, published and 

public.

� There’s more to writing then the finished product. Maybe just doing 

a graphic organizer is enough.

�Make time for the students to share their writing pieces. 

� Be flexible and let them write wherever they would like to as long as 

they are staying on task. (Floor, desks, table, etc…)

� Also think: Are there other materials I could use for them to write on 

instead of lined paper? (calculator tape, paper plates, markers, 

highlighters, etc.)



EDITING
“KKKKEEPEEPEEPEEP THETHETHETHE FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS ONONONON TEACHINGTEACHINGTEACHINGTEACHING THETHETHETHE WRITERWRITERWRITERWRITER NOTNOTNOTNOT PERFECTINGPERFECTINGPERFECTINGPERFECTING THETHETHETHE PIECEPIECEPIECEPIECE.”.”.”.”

�Glow and Grow ApproachGlow and Grow ApproachGlow and Grow ApproachGlow and Grow Approach: Start with a celebration and 

choose only ONEONEONEONE convention to work on.

�CONFERENCE AS YOU GOCONFERENCE AS YOU GOCONFERENCE AS YOU GOCONFERENCE AS YOU GO: No need to wait until the 

student thinks the writing piece is done. By “dipping in” 

while the work is in process we are able to mold the craft, 

not just correct after the fact. 



SOME NEW IDEAS

� Writing center or writing menus

� Give me 5

� Give me your “Two Cents”

�First, First, First, First, a student will share their opinion on the topic and literally hand 

you one paper penny.

�Next,  Next,  Next,  Next,  they will offer a supporting reason for their opinion and give you 

the other penny.

�Last, Last, Last, Last, students will gain more confidence  when giving their opinion. 

Then you can have them state their opinion and give two reasons, one 

for each penny they hold.



WEBSITES

�www.bulletinboard.org- lists of books by 

content and what’s new in children’s literature 

with a description of each book. 

�www.newseum.org

�www.littlebirdtales.org

�www.askkids.com - kid friendly search engine



GGGGREATREATREATREAT BOOKBOOKBOOKBOOK TOTOTOTO ENDENDENDEND WITHWITHWITHWITH

�Sit back and relax and listen to this book that 

visits an old saying “Can’t beat a dead horse”

�Thank you for your time.


